acog practice bulletin 178 shoulder dystocia opqic - abstract shoulder dystocia is an unpredictable and unpreventable obstetric emergency that places the pregnant woman and fetus at risk of injury, acog practice bulletin 173 fetal macrosomia opqic - abstract suspected fetal macrosomia is encountered commonly in obstetric practice as birth weight increases the likelihood of labor abnormalities shoulder, obesity and pregnancy acog - learn how obesity can affect pregnancy including the increased risk for conditions such as fetal macrosomia and gestational diabetes, safe prevention of the primary cesarean delivery acog - safe prevention of the primary cesarean delivery abstract in 2011 one in three women who gave birth in the united states did so by cesarean delivery, it s time we talk about endometriosis acog president - about tom gellhaus md tom gellhaus md is acog president through 2017 he is a clinical associate professor in the department of obstetrics and gynecology at the, breast reduction surgery and gynecomastia surgery - number 0017 policy reduction mammoplasty aetna considers breast reduction surgery cosmetic unless breast hypertrophy is causing significant pain paresthesias or, guidelines and measures agency for healthcare research - guidelines and measures provides users a place to find information about ahrq s legacy guidelines and measures clearinghouses national guideline clearinghouse ngc, infertility medical clinical policy bulletins aetna - number 0327 policy notes for purposes of this entire policy aetna covers diagnostic infertility services to determine the cause of infertility and treatment only, practice parameters by organ body system american - complete list of acr practice parameters organized by organ or body system, practice parameters by modality american college of - practice parameters describe recommended conduct in specific areas of clinical practice they are based on analysis of current literature expert opinion, what is the evidence for induction or c section for a big - what is the evidence for induction or c section for a suspected big baby my doctor said i need to be induced because i have a big baby is that true, estimation of fetal weight perinatology com - all calculations must be confirmed before use the suggested results are not a substitute for clinical judgment neither perinatology com nor any other party involved, osteoporosis lab tests online - osteoporosis is a condition in which there is a significant loss in bone density weakening a person s bones and making them susceptible to fracture learn about, 2 classification and diagnosis of diabetes diabetes care - diabetes can be classified into the following general categories 1 type 1 diabetes due to autoimmune cell destruction usually leading to absolute, gestational diabetes the numbers game kmom - disclaimer the information on this website is not intended and should not be construed as medical advice consult your health provider this particular web section, cesarean delivery overview preparation technique - practice essentials cesarean delivery is defined as the delivery of a fetus through surgical incisions made through the abdominal wall laparotomy and the, menopausal symptoms in depth nccih - menopause is the time when a woman s menstrual periods stop permanently it usually occurs naturally at an average age of 51 but surgery or the use of, diabetes mellitus and pregnancy practice essentials - gestational diabetes mellitus gdm is defined as glucose intolerance of variable degree with onset or first recognition during pregnancy a study by, contraction stress test wikipedia - a contraction stress test cst is performed near the end of pregnancy to determine how well the fetus will cope with the contractions of childbirth, the physiology of fetal heart rate perigen - executive summary clinicians shoulder a major and challenging responsibility while caring for mother and baby in labor major because the consequences of hypoxic, protein synthesis inhibitors course ceufast nursing - this course concentrates specifically on protein synthesis inhibitors which consist of many different pharmacologic categories with their respective therapeutic agents, noninvasive diagnosis by doppler ultrasonography of fetal - other nejm group learning clinical examination of the shoulder essential information students and residents need to approach residency with confidence